
I assure you guys; nothing could be compared to the above Institutions
Capacity to handle a crisis of this magnitude

G20 Leaders will meet this weekend at London Friday Sept. 11, 2009. They
promised to keep Global economic Stimulus packages in support to the Global
economies until recovery is certain and they also assured that they have a very
effective plan to withdraw stimulus package without affecting the recovery &
ultimately the growth of the each international economy

Finance ministers and central bankers from the Group of 20 developed and emerging
nations are meeting in London on Friday and Saturday to discuss What will be the
next steps in fighting & reducing the effect of the second worst financial crisis of this
century

Prospects of the economy are looking far more better now than when the Leaders
were met at April 2009, This indicate that their efforts fruited in a very good way and
an indication that stimulus package together with aright follow were very legitimate to
pull the economy from that worse point. Is not that Great? ……………… Thank G20

In their next week meeting they want to design another approach to maintain a
sustainable recovery & prosperous growth

But policymakers are not seriously want to declare victory rather than stress
policy needs to remain accommodative & workable till recovery is reached and
also to negotiate

i-Placing curbs on bankers 'pay,

ii-Financial regulation and

iii-International institutional reform.

British finance minister Alistair Darling said "I believe we can be confident about our
prospects for 2010. But there are still some uncertainties and risks that are
challenging us and we should confront it"

The biggest risk is to think that the we are done and job is accomplished and
recovery is immanent, yes we design the road that will lead us to the recovery, but
we should construct that road and then travel along and through it to reach to our
final destination the Recovery & Blessed Growth"

Still, with interest rates at record lows and trillions of dollars thrown into their
economies to fight the crisis, policymakers & Leaders will be keen to show they have
coordinated an exit & safe strategies in place.

With rising unemployment likely to eat into their own poll ratings, they are also
determined to have someone to blame and will stress that banks cannot return to
business as normal.

France, Germany and Britain on Thursday put forward proposals to discourage
banks from paying excessive bonuses that promoted risk-taking behavior that many
say caused the crisis.

Ministers will discuss bank bonuses being deferred over time to discourage short-
terms and be subjected to clawback in the event things turn bad. Concrete measures
are expected by the time leaders meet in Pittsburgh later this month.



They will also look at enhanced regulation of systemically important banks and ways
in which these institutions can be wound up if needed without shaking the financial
system.

US.Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner is pressing the G20 to back tough new
international standards for bank capital and liquidity. The US Treasury said a
comprehensive agreement should be reached by the end of 2010, with
countries implementing the standards by the end of 2012.

Other issues on the table for the G20 meeting are ensuring international institutions
like the International Monetary Fund get the full resources promised to it at April's
London summit, when the world was still in the grip of a major recession. - The
follow up G-20 that what is matter; I am stressing on the follow up to make the
G20 a success story of our century

One of the exciting and very inspiring that the meeting on Friday will discuss how the
IMF and the World Bank will contribute to reflect better the emergence of the
new economic powers.

I absolutely agree with stressing for an immediate reform of the above
institutions to reflect the above & to further allow them to maximize & better
use of their available resources to meet the above challenge & integrate this
knowledge to cater and incorporate new international standards for bank
capital and liquidity & Laws & regulation that will be very crucial for the case in
Bid.-

This it self is step by step positive indicative reforms; that will not consume
time and efforts and in the mean time will integrate gradually and add to
smooth operational platforms to handle a smart & light exist to the existing
Crisis

I assure you guys- Nothing could be compared to the above Institutions
Capacity to handle a crisis of this magnitude. I was brought up in their Arena
and my brain, strategy & Lecidos were being fed from their wealthy educational
and capacities knowledge, Data base and Resources.

IG-20I-Your guidance will definitely inspire and ignite their appetite so be
generous |G-20I to locomotive them and let them do what we are expecting
from them

It looks like the G-20 will utilize the effective role of the BRICs & give them
more tasks this time, it is a collaboration decade let us utilize every single
hand to add to the better healthy economical and financial situation.


